
HOTEL        
LA GRIFFE 
YOUR  
ROMAN 
STORY



Located in the vibrant heart of the
city, in a beautiful nineteenth-century
building on Via Nazionale, our hotel
is the perfect choice for experiencing
Rome in comfort, with its wealth of
art and culture spanning three
millennia of history.

At the ninth-floor Roof Garden, in
addition to the Bar, you'll find our
panoramic Restaurant: an elegant
and exclusive space suspended
between heaven and earth; The
second terrace, on the tenth floor,
welcomes you to appreciate all the
city's magnificence from above.
For business guests, La Griffe Roma
MGallery Collection offers a modern
and functional meeting room.

• Strategic Location in the heart of the 
city.

• A combination of modern elegance 
and Roman tradition.

• Tenth floor terrace with breathtaking 
view over Rome.

• Terrace bar and panoramic restaurant 
on the ninth floor.

LOCATION

SOME INFORMATION ABOUT US

SPACES FOR EVERY OCCASION HIGHLIGHTS

HOTEL LA GRIFFE
YOUR ROMAN STORY





With its strategic location, you can spend your stay 
visiting the city and its marvellous monuments on foot.
Near our hotel you'll find the Palazzo delle Esposizioni, 
the Basilica of Santa Maria Maggiore, the Spanish Steps, 
the Trevi Fountain, Piazza Venezia, the Colosseum and 
the Roman Forum, the historic Via Veneto and Villa 
Borghese.

FEW STEPS AWAY FROM MAIN ATTRACTIONS AND STATION

A STORY  
BETWEEN  
HOTEL & 
ROMAN 
HOLIDAY



WE HELP YOU        
LIVE YOUR  
STORY
For an event of any kind, our highly professional 
staff, the refined decor and the excellent cuisine will 
transform your special moment into an exciting 
memory.

SPECIAL EVENT (NEW YEAR’S EVE, S. VALENTINE, ETC)

THEME AND CUSTOMIZED PARTIES 

DINNER GALA

WEDDINGS & CELEBRATIONS
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SPECIAL EVENT (NEW YEAR’S EVE, S. VALENTINE, ETC)

THEME AND CUSTOMIZED PARTIES

DINNER GALA

WEDDINGS & CELEBRATIONS

WE HELP YOU        
LIVE YOUR  
STORY
The NONO tenth-floor panoramic restaurant and its 
terrace offer guests a breath-taking view of Rome's 
most important monuments, innovative cuisine with 
authentic Italian flavour and ingredients respectful of 
the territory.



SPECIAL EVENT (NEW YEAR’S EVE, S. VALENTINE, ETC)

THEME AND CUSTOMIZED PARTIES

DINNER GALA

WEDDINGS & CELEBRATIONS

WE HELP YOU        
LIVE YOUR  
STORY
The Nono Panoramic Restaurant welcomes you in its 
suggestive rooms for your most beautiful day, to let 
you experience the magic of an unforgettable 
wedding reception. Its spaces will be the ideal setting 
to live a fairytale day.



THE  
FLAWLESS  
LOCATION
Seminars, conventions, vernissages, fashion shows, La Griffe
Roma Mgallery Collection offers an exceptional setting for 
your meetings and events. The guarantee of a unique 
experience and a successful meeting, thanks to the modern 
equipment made available to you.

FASHION SHOWS

PRESS CONFERENCES  

VERNISSAGE / EXHIBITION



TASTEFUL
MOMENTS

“NONO“ PANORAMIC RESTAURANT

“STIRRED” LOUNGE BAR

MIXOLOGY EVENTS

The Nono Panoramic Restaurant with panoramic 
terrace offers a unique view stretching from the Altar 
of the Fatherland to St. Peter's Basilica. Combine a 
magical atmosphere and an exquisite dining 
experience with traditional Mediterranean and local 
dishes.





There is always an excuse to visit the La Griffe
Lounge Bar, whether for a delicious coffee, an
aperitif or a light meal while taking in the
spectacular views of Rome's skyline.

“NONO“ PANORAMIC RESTAURANT

“STIRRED“ LOUNGE BAR

MIXOLOGY EVENTS

TASTEFUL
MOMENTS



The Stirred Cocktail Club offers a unique space
to organize events (Guest Bartender,
Masterclass, etc.) and special evenings
dedicated to cocktails and mixology.

“NONO“ PANORAMIC RESTAURANT

“STIRRED” LOUNGE BAR

EVMIXOLOGY EVENTS

TASTEFUL
MOMENTS





CONTACT & INFO
booking@lagriffehotel.com

Hotel La Griffe Roma MGallery
Via Nazionale 13
00184 - Rome, Italy
Tel: +390647829885

CONTACT US  
TO ORGANIZE  
YOUR EVENT
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